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The Minnan drama culture circle is a kind of concept which evolves in both 
dimensions of time and space.  In the process of evolution, heritage and transformation 
co-exist. 
The theory of culture circle applied in this dissertation comes from Western cultural 
anthropology, which adds the concept of geography space into the traditional Chinese 
opera study, and do some revise. Language decides function of the culture, especially the 
Checks and supervision of vocal cavity .So I take the usage of dialect as the main vehicle 
to draw the line of “drama culture circle”. Those Minnannese  gathering regions, such as 
South Fukien，Western  Guangdong ,Taiwan and Southeast Asia etc., are usually 
regarded as in the same drama culture circle. Thus, the Minnan drama culture circle serves 
as a sufficient drama art system.  This particular culture circle is composed of all kinds of 
ancient, aboriginal, local traditional Chinese operas and puppets, absorbs and accepts 
northern traditional Chinese operas which use official language, and creates new forms of 
dialect stage plays (“spoken drama”) and dialect operas which are easier to prevail.   
The Minnan drama culture always keeps vigrous vitality and creative power.  Its 
dissemination reflects in the change of space and culture borrowing, and the process of 
adopting the customs of the natives as well. The drama culture develops in its diffusion, 
and created during its inheriting. 
The main factors that influence the formation, development and variation of the 
Minnan drama culture are: dialect, religious faith and custom, the change of population, 
the influence of the plays borrowing from other culture circles, official policy, economic 
condition, science and technology, and artist's creativity. The dialect decides vocal cavity; 
therefore, it serves as the most basic similarity of the Minnan drama as well as the 
foundation of its existence and development. In addition to deciding its main function, the 
same religious belief and custom definitely provide abundant performance opportunities 
and spaces for the Minnan drama. A great number of Minnan population have immigrated 
all over the world, especially to Taiwan and Southern Asia, and that certainly enlarged the 
Minnan drama culture circle. The absorption and localization of drama borrowing from 
other culture circles become one of the ways to create the variety of the Minnan drama 
culture due to the solid tradition and strong vitality of the Minnan culture. It is apparent 















circle; therefore, the official cultural policy usually serves as the means of power rules, 
which supervise and influence the development of the folk drama. The economic 
development is the necessary material foundation of the drama cultural development. 
Science and technology bring in technical innovation with the new dissemination medium, 
and this provides a new way for the existence and development of traditional drama in 
modern society. Under strong influence of the Minnan cultural tradition, countless 
generations of the Minnan artists, exert and strive without stop, dare to rush to work hard 
on integrating, and actively create theatre arts; thus, these are the inside motives of the 
Minnan drama culture. 
This dissertation combines the whole description and the individual case analysis, 
concretely investigating into the various factors of influences on the evolution and 
development of the Minnan drama culture, try to explore the major sources of its 
inheriting and variation by analyzing the complicated pictures of the Minnan culture circle, 
and searching for the general regulations of its cultural development and transformation. 
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在 19 世纪人类学中，进化论始终占据主流。自泰勒《原始文化》于 1871 年发
表以来，更多人类学家以传播的理论来解释文化，认为所有文化 始于一个或多个
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